FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
RIIFO Introduces PEX-a Tubing Product Line
Buford, GA March 15, 2021 RIIFO (pronounced “rye-fo”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Rifeng Enterprise Group Co., Ltd. is
excited to announce the launch of its PEX-a tubing product line including barrier PEX-a. RIIFO’s
PEX-a tubing has been NSF certified and is a valuable addition to the RIIFO portfolio of
products. Advantages of RIIFO’s PEX-a include: PPI listed raw materials, NSF certification,
more flexible than other PEX, 25 year warranty. In addition, RIIFO boasts cutting-edge facilities,
advanced quality control system, and top-notch research and development.
The announcement of offering PEX-a to the North American market is a significant step for
RIIFO and its customers. Over the past two decades, the company has proven itself a very
reliable PEX-b supplier with zero-complaint product quality, exceptional customer service, and
innovative research and technology. This new offering of PEX-a will further solidify RIIFO’s
reputation with customers located throughout the USA and Canada. RIIFO will continue to
deliver it world class customer experience while meeting the evolving needs of the plumbing
and radiant heating industry.
We’re excited to launch our new PEX-a into the market this year,” says Dennis Harvey,
President. Harvey goes on to say “We heard our customers and realize the need for this
product line in our industry. This addition broadens our overall product portfolio making RIIFO
a strong competitor in the plumbing industry.”
About RIIFO
RIIFO provides a range of products including potable PEX-b tubing, barrier PEX-b tubing,
PEX-a tubing, barrier PEX-a tubing, PEX-AL-PEX tubing, lead-free brass crimp fittings, poly
alloy crimp fittings, lead-free brass press fittings, stainless steel heating/cooling manifolds,
tools, and accessories. Headquartered in Buford, Georgia, RIIFO distributes high quality
tubing and fitting solutions to the wholesale market. Today, RIIFO utilizes over 12 million
square feet of ISO9001 manufacturing and testing facilities to produce our industry leading
products.
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